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REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION AND F i m N C E î
Item 14.2 of the agenda (document EB7/73) (continuation)

Personnel Matters
Paragraphs 159 arid 160

(Geographical distribution)

The СНЛИШШ i n v i t e d members t o resume the discussion on geographical
distribution begun at the previous meeting.

Dr« HOJER, considered that since i t would no longer prove possible t o
maintain the existing standard of geographical d i s t r i b u t i o n of the s t a f f ,
there was no a l t e r n a t i v e but to r e c r u i t s t a f f with the most suitable qualif i c a t i o n s , irrespective of n a t i o n a l i t y ^

D r . R^iE supported the Statement made by D r . Ifyde in that connexion at
the previous meeting.

Since some members had, however, shourn a certain dis-

quietude over the matter, he thought some assurance should bo given t h a t the
‘

»

,

Director-General would take into consideration the views expressed•

Paragraphs 161 一 166

(Future work of the Standing Oonmdttee)

The CH/ilRMIN called for comment on the paragraphs r e l a t i n g to the future
work of the Standing Committee, dra-wing p a r t i c u l a r a t t e n t i o n t o the гвсопь
mendations contained i n paragraphs 163 and 164 •

Dr» STAMPAR anç>lified the information given i n the document Ъу reporting
certain opinions expressed i n the Standing Committee during the discussion of
methods of examining the administrativo e f f i c i e n c y of the Organization.

Some

members had thought that a factual study of the problem on paper would not
prove wholly satisfactory and that such a study should be complémented by the
investigations，both at headquarters and i n t^e regional offices 3 of a small
working group of two or three moiiibersc
•

•

‘

•

He would however not press that suggestion, if the Board did not wish to tateituç.
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Decisions There being no objection, paragraph 163 as it stood was
acceptedо
Dr„ JAFAR proposed an amplification of paragraph 164^ item ( l b byadding a reference to the scope and functions of regional organizations.
D r 0 BOIDE thought it of the utmost importance that item 1 should also
make provision for a special study of the division of responsibilities betiveen
the various bodies of W H O , as well as specifying methods of supervision^
Decision; It was agreed to expand paragraph 164^ item (1), along the
lines proposed by D r , Jafar and Dr» Boidé.
M r , SIEGEL^ Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and
Finance, in reply to a request for information on paragraph i 6 5 from Dr^Hojer,
stated that progress had already been made in the study of the legal implications of the Scandinavian proposals that assemblies should be held biennially 0
There were however a number of serious implications of an administrative
nature, as well as the important question of co-ordination of progra/ames with
other organizations, which had made it necessary fof the Director-General to
refer the subject for discussion to the Standing Conunittee0

It had been

decided that the Director-General т/ould. submit a report thereon to the
committee in January 1952.

The report would be studied by both the committee

and the Board) and the Board i/vould submit its reccranendations to the Fifth World
Health Assembly,
The CHAIRMA.N pointed out that under paragraph 163^ s\ib-paragraph (1),
the Board would be called upon to recommend one or tvP of the items listed in
paragraph 164 for special.study by the Standing Goramittee during the current
year»-

He invited members to give their views as to #iich item should be

given ‘ priority claim*
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D r # HOJER proposed that item (1) on regional Organization^ as amended,
should be chosen.

D r , ALLWOOD-PAREDES considered that it would be impracticable and premature to choose regional organizatipn for a special study in the near futuro
in view of the fact that regional offices had only recently been established
and. had not yet had time to prove their real value•

They should be given an

opportunity to develop further before the question was fully looked into.

In

that -way, the discussion which "would onsuo would be of far greater value, •
since it "would be based on extensive and detailed knowledge of the functioning
of those offices t
D r # HOJER did not agree with D r t AllwDod-Paredes, and stressed the
desirability of clearly establishing questions of principle at an early stage
in the development of the regional offices.
Professor De LA.ET shared

Hojer^s view.

D14 HYDE thought that since the recional offices were developing

•

favour ably, it would be of far greater value for the question of the operation
of expert committees to be tharou^ily studied in all its aspects^ particularly
with regard to the committees' terms of reference and their relationship to the
Executive Board.

D r . ALUTOOD-PAREDES supported the view of D r . Ifyde.

He thought moreover

that the т
л
о
г
к of the expert committees -was very closely bound up vdth the item
on publications.

The publication and distribution of the reports of the

expert committees was a question of fundamental^ importance•

In many countries

very little was known about the technical work of tho Organization oiáng to the
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fact that those reports -were not circulated to a sufficient extent.

.Those

countries were consequently unable to benefit from the full value of the work
done by the expert committees #
He therefore recommended that the Board, should decide upon items (2) arri.
(3) - expert coimnitteos and publications - as subjects for special study.
D r , RAE agreed that items (2) and (3) were of fündámental importance.
As the Board was however requested to establish a priority, he wDuld support
D r . HBjer's choice, since it seemed to him that a stucfer of the regional
organizations in their early stages was desirable and would moreover prove
of great value when other regional orcanizations came to be set u p .

Professor CANAPERIA agreed-that examination of both items was essential.
He pointed out ho-wever that the working party on expert ooimnittees could be
given responsibility for a detailed examination of tho operation of such
committees, whereas the Standing Committee itself vould undertake the special

.

study of regional organization.

»‘

Ho stressed the fact that, following

D r , Boidé's amendmenb to itèm (1), the question of the division of responsibilities among, all the various organs of.HïHO would also be included in such a study.
•

.

•

The DIRECTOR-GENEÍAL felt strongly that the field in which assistance
fiom the Executive Board was most needed was that of publications, particularly
in view of criticism and divergent opinions oxpressod in the Board and in the
Health Asseiribly,

.

..

.

D r , HYDE pointed out that if the Board were to decide upon regional
.
.
*
organization, the committee should include one menhor viho had had experience
.

a

•‘

of each regional office 9

1

Under tho committee s present structure^ only

Sir Arcot №xdaliar and himself had personal knoviL edge of ацг regional organizations^
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Referring to Professor Canaperia's suggestion that a working party could
b e made responsible for studying tho operation of expert committees a D r e liyde
believed that a more thorough examination b y the Standing Cojumittee was
desirable.

Ho-wever, in view of the Director-General»:s statement, and in

recognition of the fact, that hitherto the question of publications had not
perhaps received due attention, he w a s prepared to support the claim pf
publications to prior consideration.

The CHiURMâN, supported by D r 0 Hojer, suggested that the Board should
recommend a stucfy of publications and regional organization.

The DIRECTШ-GEKERâL regretted that he must advise the Board that it tvas
impossible, with the present resources of the Organization, to examine
effectively more than one of the items listed.

The Management Section had a

limited personnel, particularly in view of the extensive work to be done in
preparation

of the report on biennial assemblies,

He pointed out that a study of regional organization vculd. moreovBr place
a

considerable burden on the funds' available for Secretariat travel since if

the proposal were accepted, the need would clearly arise for Management personnel
to pay extensive visits to the various regions.
一

•

Moreover theaimlnistration

s.

believed that there was a real need for an examination of the Organization» s
publications policy,
D r s BRAVO supported D r , Allwood-Paredes» proposal to postpone the study
of regional organization c

He agreed m t h the Director-General that the

question of publications should have first claim.
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Professor CAmPERIA c a l l e d tho Board's a t t e n t i o n t o r e s o l u t i o n WHA.3,89
on t h e o r g a n i z a t i o n a l s t r u c t u r e of the S e c r e t a r i a t «

I n his opinion,

i \ laid, do-wn s p e c i f i c i n s t r u c t i o n s t h a t a study should bo made of +.he
o r g a n i z a t i o n a l s t r u c t u r e and e f f i c i e n c y o f r e g i o n a l o f f i c e s .

Thèi Board

t h e r e f o r e could not do otherwise than choose item ( 1 ) •

D r , 'VÍUMAMk

agreed t h a t i n s t r u c t i o n s i r o n the JSfealtli Assembly should,

always be c a r r i e d out i n preference t o other p r o p o s a l s .

Rcofessor De IAET suggested t h a t a p o s s i b l e s o l u t i o n might be t o l i m i t
t h e study of r e g i o n a l organizations t o t h e q u e s t i o n of t h e d i v i s i o n of :.
r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s between t h e c e n t r a l a d m i n i s t r a t i o n and tiie r e g i o n a l o f f i c e s »
withoub going i n t o a d e t a i l e d examinaîbion of t h e o f f i c e s themselves.

In

t h a t тяау, the conunittee would s t i l l bô able t o devote t i n e t o a thorough
c o n s i d e r a t i o n of p u b l i c a t i o n s , .

Dr» B R A V O , r e p l y i n g U¡ the p o i n t r a i s e d by Professor Canaperia, s add
t h a t i t would be p o s s i b l e f o r the Board t o explaiix t o t h e Health Assombiy
t h a t f o r a d m i n i s t r a t i v e reasons and owing t o a l a c k o f s u f f i c i e n t docsumenbation,
a thorough study o f r e g i o n a l o r g a n i z a t i o n could not be inado d u r i n g the current
year.

He thought Professor De L a s t ' s proposal would meet a l l

objections.

The GHA.IRMàN announced t h a t he would pat t h e q u e s t i o n of t h e choice

of e i t h e r item ( X ) , r e g i o n a l o r g a n i e a t i o n , or item ( 3 ) * p u b l i c a t i o n s , t o a
vote,

Decisiont

Item ( 3 ) , p u b l i c a t i o n s , was adopted f or s p e c i a l study i n 1951.
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS ON SPECIAL SUBJECTS г Item 5 Д Д of the agenda
(document EB7/65 and p a r a , 129 of document EB7/73)

Opening the dis eus sien j the CHAIRM/LN recalled that 3 v/hen examining the
report of the Standing Committee 5 the Board had dsferred consideration of
the arrangements to be made for technical discussions of special subjects at
the Fourth World Health Assembly, pending receipt of the Director-General« s
note (document eb7/65) now before the Board»

The Director-General had reported

on the results of his approach t o Member States (para, 2) and proposed t w o
subjects;

(1) Education and training of medical and public-health personnel;

(2) The economic value of preventive medicine。

The Standing Committee's views

on the proposed administrative arrangements т
д
а
г
е contained, in p a r a e 129 of its
report (document EB7/73)* and. the proposed agenda and background material for
the dis eussions would Ъе found, in annex 1 1 of document e b 7 / 6 5 .

Professor C A M P E R I A , referring t o the French text of annex 1 of
document EB7/65, which mentioned, under paragraph 工工（a) "ingénieurs d'hygiène"
(which no doubt corresponded to the English term "sanitary engineer"), under
(b) of the same paragraph "autre personnel sanitaire", and in p a r a e V , "Formation
professionnelle spéciale pour la santé publique", felt there was some confusion
between training of public health staff on the one hand and special training in
public health on the other,

,

The CHAIRMVN replied that paragraph II was intended to refer to sanitary

engineers and atcciliary sanitation personnel ancl paragraph V to postgraduate
training in public health»

Professor CANAPETIIA thought that., in that casc s it was probably a question
of translation in the French texfc0

ЕВ7/Ш-п/Ю
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D r . AmTOOD-PAREDES asked if arything could be dono about the translation,•
as the term "sanitary engineer" could not easily be translated into Spanish,
and the English word "sanitarian" was used to describe someone between a
sanitary engineer and a sanitary inspector because a suitable description had
not been found' in Spanish.

He added that a person vdth, ssy, two years'

training, though not a sanitary engineer, would be qualified to deal with
sanitary engineering subjects.
D r , ŒZEGORZEWSKI, Director, Division oí' Education and Training Services,
oxplained that the type of information being requested from countries would
be of great value in understanding the difference between the various types
of health and sanitation personnel in different countries.

It might be

something more than a matter of translation, indicating the developments of
‘

••

‘ . •

‘

various types of personnel which had taken place under varying conditions.
D r . KiE th-ou^it that the idea expressed in the tentativo outline was
extremely good.

He did not -wish to паке аду adversó criticism;

merely a question of ^ e r e the emphasis should l i o .

it was

It would be a serious

mistake, in his opinion, to make too elaborate arrangement s for the proposed
discussions. Unless thqy were regarded primarily as an opportunity far
less advanced countries to bring their problems' and experience to the Health
Assembly, the object would, not b e achieved, and if the discussions were made
too complicated the delegates would be "crowded out" and would quite properly
make their statements in the Comraittee on Programme, thus hindering ani
1

making loss effective that committeo s work*

Profosscr De LAET thought that, as a list of problems on which

EB7/Min/10
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it was not intended

as an indication of what should be the nature of such statements.

The delegates

to the Health Assembly were essentially public-health administrators, who would
give examples from their own experience, in accordance with the outline in
document EB7/65.

The discussion should be allowed to develop along its own l i n e s ,

without any attempt at guidance.
Dr. BERNARD, Adviser to Professor Parisot, thought that Professor De Laet
had made an extremely important point, but that the opinion of the Board as
a whole should be ascertained.
He wondered whether, as a result of the circular letter sent out
(GL.57, 26 October 1950), all countries had interpreted the proposals in the
same way.

It would be unfortunate, and would make co-ordination difficult, if

countries did their preparatory work on the basis of varying interpretations.
;

Although he realized the difficulty of defining such a complicated matter at
the present stage, he thought the Board should indicate quite cleaï-ly the type
of statements desired, otherwise the Health Assembly would be presented with
statements of national points of view, forming a mass of documentation from
which it would be difficult to extract the guiding ideas.
Dr. Bernard then referred to the Standing Committee's recommandations
on the two subjects chosen for the technical discussions.

He considered that the

suggested arrangements for discussion of the first subject, were quite satisfactory
but that those for the discussion on the economic value of preventive medicine
might be improved.

The question was too complex for a single statement followed

by a general discussion, and it vras doubtful whether the hoped-for results would
be achieved by that method.

EB7/Min/10
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Dr. de PAULA SOUZA asked whether the Secretariat could give an explanation
of the categories listed in annex I, under paragraph I (a), (b) and (c), and
paragraph II (pages 4 and 5).

He did not think it was clearly shown where

doctors specializing in public-health matters would be included.
•:

‘

ïhe CHAIRMAN， recalling the origin of the subject, said that at its sixth
session the Board had been perturbed by the information received in respect of
the proceedings of the Committee on Programme of the Ihird World Health Assembly,
during which there had been somewhat unnecessarily lengthy discussions on
certain limited national aspects of technical subjects.

Whilst it had been

felt that such discussions were not strictly a matter for the Committee on
Programme, the attention of the Board had been called to the necessity of
meeting the special interests of a large number of delegates to the Health
Assembly who were most interested in technical matters.

The Board had there-

fore proposed that some procedure should be evolved for dealing with such
technical matters, even in an informal w a y , and the Board must accept the
responsibility for the proposals.

The Director-General was merely carrying

out the Board's instructions and attempting to assist it by analysing the
material which had been received.
Replying to D r . de Paula Souza, the Chairman said that paragraph V of
annex I was intended to refer to the training of medical men in postgraduate
public health.
Professor De LAET agreed with Dr. Bernard regarding the proposed arrangemunts for discussion of the second subject.

He suggested that those proposals

be replaced by a request for delegates to bring to the Fourth World Health
Assembly statements of their actual experience and any conclusive resuit.s

EB7/Min/10
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obtained on the question of preventive medicine and its economic repercussions.
It would be unfortunate if no good results were obtained from the Board's
initiative owing to the magnitude of the subject and failure to define more
closely what was required from delegates.
Dr. BRAVO said that probably one of the most serious problems facing
most countries in preparing public-health programmes was the training of
personnel to implement them.
of view.

He understood and agreed with D r . Bernard's point

He believed that the Organization must study the problems of

preventive medicine and suggested that an expert committee might be asked to
consider them and p rasent its conclusions to the Executive Board.
Dr. de PAULA SOUZA supported Dr. Bravo's view.

He suggested that

better organization of the discussions might be achieved by asking delegates
who had a contribution to make to hand their statements to the Secretariat
o f

the Health Assembly on arrival, to enable a general review to be prepared.

Dr, BERNARD favoured the retention on the agenda of the Fourth World
Health Assembly of the subject of the economic value of preventive medicine,
in view of the Board's decision at its sixth session, because that decision
had been brought to the attention of, and approved by ths majority of
Member States, and because detailed preparatory work had already been begun.
He agreed with Professor De Laet that there must be accurate definition
a n d

considered that the discussion should be regarded as the first stage of a

debate which would extend over a period of yaars, with possible reference to an
expert committee for further study.

EB7/Min/10
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He reminded the Board that the two subjects had finally been chosen
from about ten subjects which had been considered, and that the achievement
of satisfactory results from the discussions would be s credit to the
Organization.
D r . KARABUDA asked whether the term "undergraduate

11

in paragraph I on

page 4 should not read "medical auxiliary", to which the CHAIRMAN replied that
the first section of annex I was intended to cover the training of medical
personnel, auxiliary personnel being dealt with under paragraphs II and III.

To a suggestion by the CHAIRMAN that Professor De Laet and Dr. Bernard
should present their suggestions regarding the second subject in writing,
D r . BERNARD replied that he had. not intended to suggest the adoption of a
limited list of points for discussion, but that countries should be asked
一
Vz
t 0

c

hoose from the list already submitted to them the points on which they

had had experience and could present conclusive results.
Professor De LAET supported the l a t t e r suggestion, adding that countries
which could contribute something new, i/vhich could be assessed from the
economic point of view, could be asked to send their contributions to the
Secretariat for classification and submission to the Health Assembly.
The CHAIRMA.N doubted whether such procedure would be practicable at
s u c

h a late stage.

It had been stated in the circular letter already sent

out that material must reach headquarters by March for it to be dealt with
for the Fourth World Health Assembly.

EB7/Min/10
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He would give a similar reply to Dr. de Paula Souza, who had made an
exaellent suggestion.

He thought that most of the other requests put forward

during the discussion had already been included in the circular letter.
The main problem before the Board was to decide on the procedure for the
discussions at the Health Assembly, which had already been examined by the
Standing Committee, #iose proposals ware set out in paragraph 129 of document
EB7/73.
Professor DE LÍET thought that B r . Bernard's suggestion was not incom1

patible with the Standing Committee s proposals, which latter might be
adopted b y the Board.
The CHAIRMAN suggested that, on the question of method, the proposals
under the heading "Organization of the discussion"

(pages 2 and 3 of document

EB7/65) be adopted.
Several questions were then raised regarding the proposed general
introductory lecture b y a visiting specialist, who would also act as discussion leader.

The CHAIRL5AN referred, members to the Standing Committee's

proposal (paragraph 129, document EB7/73) that the discussions should be
initiated by visiting specialists, saying that the selection of such visiting
specialists could be dealt with under the procedure outlined in paragraph 7
of document EB7/65
Professor De LAET suggested that, by combining both proposals,the
lecturer could sit beside the Chairman throughout the discussion and answer
questions:

in that way practical results might be obtained.

ЕВ7ДйпД0 Rev.l
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Dr. GRZEGORZEWSKI explained that the procedure indicated in document
EB7/65 envisaged the introductory lecture for the whole group being given by a
visiting specialist： when that group divided into smaller discussion groups,
the. procedure outlined in paragraph 7 would come into effect.

Both procedures

could be combined, as had been suggested.
Regarding point (2) of paragraph 7, he suggested that the Board might
consider nominating some of its members to act as discussion leaders :

that

would give a good impression of collaboration between the Executive Board, the
Health Assembly and the Secretariat.

Dr. HOJER, whilst agreeing that the Board had taken the initiative in the
matter and should accept responsibility for the arrangements, thought that the
detailed organization should be l e f t to the Director-Gen eral.

、
The CHAIRMAN agreed that the general administrative arrangements could be
made by the Director-General, but repeated that the Board must assume •
responsibility for indicating the procedure to be adopted for the Health

、

Assembly.

Several members then raade suggestions regarding the formation and size of
the discussion groups, but the CHAIRMAN thought that the composition of the
groups would be dependent upon the attendance of delegates at the Health
Assembly and could not be forecast by the Board.

D r . HYDE thought that there m u s t be preliminary planning in regard to the
number of groups and the general topics each would be expected to discuss.
If that were left until the Health Assembly actually met, much time would be
wasted in organization.

He considered that the Director-General should be

given considerable scope in making the arrangements

EB7/Min/10 Rev.l
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After further discussion on the composition of the discussion groups
and the method of selection of chairmen or leaders, during which a suggestion was made (by D r . I-^yde) that discussion of the economic value of preventive medicine should Ъе postponed to the following Health Assembly, and
attention was called (by the Secretariat) to the cost which would be incurred
b y having a number of discussion groups, the CHAIRMAN announced that the
discussion would be continued at the following meeting.

3.

TAKING OF OATH OF OFFICE BY THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL

In accordance with Regulation 3 of the .WHO Staff Regulations, Dr. Pierre
DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, took the oa'ih of office.
The meeting rose at 12 noon

•
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REPORT OF THE STANDING'COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION M D FINANCE TO THE
SEVENTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD: Item 14.2 of the Agenda
(Document EB7/73) (continuation)
• ' . ‘ '•‘
•
.
Personnel matters
Paragraphs 159 and 160
:

(Geographical distribution)

T h e CHAIRMAN invited members to resume the discussion on geographical

distribution begun at the previous meeting»

D r # HOJER considered that since it would no longer prove possible to
maintain the existing standard of geographical distribution of the staff,
there was no alternative but to recruit staff with the most suitable qualifications, irrespective- of nationality.

,

D r , RAE supported the statement made by D r . Hyde in that connexion at
the previous meeting.

Since some members had however shown a certain dis-

quietude over the matter, he thought some assurance should be given that
the Director-General would take into consideration the views expressed.

Paragraphs 161 - 166

(Future work of the Standing Committee)

The CHAIRMAN called for comment on the paragraphs relating to the future
work of the Standing Committee, drawing particular attention to the recommendations contained in paragraphs 163 and 164,

D r , STAMPAR amplified the information given in the document by reporting
certain opinions expressed in the Standing Committee during the discussion
of methods of examining the administrative efficiency of the Organization.
•
.
•
_
Some members had thought that a factual study of the problem on paper would
not prove wholly satisfactory and that such a study should be complemented
•

•

• • -

.

.

.

•

,

；

_

by the investigations, both at headquarters and in the regional offices, of
a small working group of two or three members.
He would however not press that suggestion if the Board did not wish
to take it up# ...
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Decision?
accepted.

There being no objection, paragraph 163 as it stood was
..

Dr. JAFAR proposed an amplification of paragraph 164， item (1), by
adding a reference to the scope and functions of such organizations
Dr. BOIDE thought it of the utmost importance that item 1 should also
make provision for a special study of the «iy.ision of responsibilities
between the various bodies of WH〇广 as well as specifying methods.,of supervision.
‘

.•

Decision; It was agreed to expand paragraph 164, item (1), along the
lines proposed by Dr f jJafar and Dr. Boidé.
•

•

.

»

Mr, SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and
Finance, in reply to a request for information on paragraph 165 from Dr. H'djer,
stated that progress had already been made in the study of the legal implications of the Scandinavian proposals that assemblies should be held biennially,
There were however a number of more serious implications of an administrative
nature, as well as the important question of co-ordination of programmes
with other organizations, which had made it necessary for the DirectorGeneral to refer the subject for discussion to the Standing Committee.

It

had been decided that the' Director-General would submit a report thereon to
the committee in January 1952.

The report would be studied by both the

committee and the Board, and the Board would submit its recommendations to
the Fifth World Health Assembly,
•

.

.

.

.

The C H A I R M M pointed out that under paragraph 163, sub-paragraph (1),
the Board would be called upon to recommend, one' or two of the items listed in
paragraph 164 for special study Ъу the Stariding Committee during the current
year.

He invited members' to give their views as to which item should be

given priority claim,
Dr t HOJER proposed that item 1 on regional organization, as amended,
should be chosen,
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D r . ALLWOOD-PAREDES considered that it would be impracticable and premature to choose regional organization for a special study in the near future
in view of the fact that regional offices had only recently been established
and had not yet had time to prove their real value.

They should be given

an opportunity to develop further before.the question was fully looked into.
In that w a y , the discussion which would ensue would be of far.greater value,
Bince it would be based on extensive and detailed knowledge of the functioning of those offices,

Dr, .HOJER did not agree with D r . Allwood-Paredes, and stressed the
desirability of clearly establishing questions of principle at an early stage
in the development of the regional offices.
Professor De LAET shared D r . H'djer' s view,
• Dr. HYDE thought that since the regional offices were developing
favourably, it would be of far greater value for the question of the operation of expert committees to be thoroughly studied in all its aspects,
particularly with‘regard to the committees• terms of reference and their
relationship to the Executive Board.

D r . ALLWOOD-PAREDES supported the view of D r . Hyde.

He thought more-

over that the work of the expert committees was very closely bound up with
the item on publications.

The publication and distribution of the reports

of the expert committees was a question of fundamental importance.

In many-

countries very little was known about the technical work of the Organization
owing to the fact that those reports were not circulated to a siifficient
extent. . Those countries" were consequently.unable to benefit from the full
value ..of: the. work done by the expert committees.,

;：

He therefore recommended that the Board should decide upon items (2) and
(3) - expert committees and publications - as subjects for special study.

D r . RAE agreed that items (2) and (3) were of fundamental importance.
As the Board was however requested to establish a priority, he would support
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D r . Hojer^s choice, since it seemed to him that a study of the regional
organizations in their early stages was desirable arid would moreover prove
of great value when other regional organizations came to be set up,。

Professor CANAPERIA agreed that examination of both items was essential»
He pointed out however that the Working Party on Expert Committees could be
given responsibility for a detailed examination of the operation of Such
committees whereas the Standing Committee itself would undertake the special
study of regional organization ô
1

D r , Boidé s amendment to item

He stressed the fact that， following
the question of the division of responsibil-

ities among all the various organs of WHO would also be included in such a
studyо

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL felt strongly that the field in which assistance
from the Executive Board was most needed was that of publications, particu-

,

larly in view of the fact that that depaitment had been extensively criticized by the Board arid in the Assembly P

Dr« HYDE pointed out that if the Board were to decide upon regional
organization, the committee should include one member who had had experience
of each regional office a

Under the committee;s present structure } only

Sir Arcot Mudaliar and himself had personal knowledge of any regional
organisationsо
Referring to Professor Canaperia?s suggestion that a working party could
be made responsible for studying the operation of expert committees， Ш 、 Hyde
believed that a more thorough examination by the Standing Committee was.
desirable。

1

However, in view of the Director-General s statement 9 and in

recognition of the fact that hitherto the question of publications had not
perhaps received due attention^ he was prepared to support the claim of
publications to prior considération^

The СНИКШИ supported by Dr 0 ffdjer, suggested that the Board should
recommend a study cf publications and regional organization.
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL regretted that he must advise the Board that it
was impossible, with the present resources of the Organization, to examine
more than one of the items, listed.

The Management Section had a limited

personnel, particularly in view of the extensive work to be done in preparation of the report on biennial assemblies.
He pointed： out that a study of regional organization would moreover
place a considerable burden on the funds available for Secretariat travel
since if the proposal m r e accepted, the need would clearly arise for
Management personnel to pay extensive visits to the various regions.

More-

over the administration believed that at the present time the most pressing
claim was undoubtedly an examination of publications.

D r . BRAVO supported by Dr. Allwood-rParedes
study of regional organization.

1

proposal to postpone the

He agreed with the Director-General that

the question of publications should have first claim.
Professor CANAPERIA called the Board's attention to resolution
WHA3.89 on the organizational structure of the Secretariat.

In his opinion,

it laid down specific instructions that a study should be made of the
organizational structure and efficiency of regional offices.

The Board

therefore could not do otherwise than choose item (1).

D r . VILLARAMA agreed that instructions from the Health Assembly should
always be carried out in preference to other proposals.

Professor De LAET suggested that a possible solution might be to limit
the study of regional organizations to the question of the division of
responsibilities between the central administration and the regional offices,
without going into a detailed- examination of the offices themselves.

In

that w a y , the committee would still be -able t.o devote time to a thorough
consideration of publicatiqns

Dr. BRAVO, replying to the point raised by Professor Canaperia, said
that it would be possible for the Board to explain to the Health Assembly
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that for administrative reasons and owing to a lack of sufficient documentation, a thorough study of regional organisation could not be made during the
current year.

1

He thought Professor De L a e t s proposal would meet all

objections^

The CHAIRMAN announced that he would put the question of the choice
of either item (1), regional organisation, or item (3)> publications, to a
vote 0
Decision:

2.

Item (3), publications, was adopted for special study in 1951^

TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS ON SPECIAL SUBJECTS:
(Documents EB7/65 and para. 129 of EB7/73)

Item 5.1.1 of the Agenda

Opening the discussion, the CHAIRMAN recalled that, when examining the
report of the Standing Committee, the Board had deferred consideration of
the arrangements to be made for technical discussions of special subjects
at the Fourth World Health Assembly, pending receipt of the DirectorGeneral* s note (document EB7/65) now before the Board.

The Director-General

had reported on the results of his approach to Member States (para» 2) and
proposed two subjects:

(1) Education and training of medical and public-

health personnel; (2) The economic value of preventive medicine•

The

1

Standing Committee s views on the proposed administrative arrangements were
contained in para。 129 of its report (EB7/73), and the proposed agenda and
background material for the discussions would be found in Annex II of
document EB7/65.

Professor CANAPERIA, referring to the French text of Annex. I of
1

document EB7/65- which mentioned under (a) "d ingénieurs dthygiène" (which
11

no doubt correspond to the English term "sanitary engineer ) 9 under (b)
!r

T

d autre personnel sanitaire", and in para. V , "Formation professionnelle

spéciale pour la santé publique" } felt there was some confusion between
training of public health staff on the one hand and special training in
public health on the other e
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The CHAIRMAN replied that para。II was intende 1 to refer to sanitaiy
engineers and auxiliary sanitation personnel and para 0 V to post-graduate
training in public h e a l t h
Professor CANAPERIA thought that, in that case， it was probably a
question of translation in the French text^
Dr, ALLWOOD-PAREDES asked if arything could be done about the translation, as the term

sanitary engineer^ could not easily be translated

into Spanish, and the English word -sanitarian" was used to describe someone
between a sanitary engineer and a sauitery inspector because a suitable
description had not been found in Spanish^

He aided that a person with,

say, two yearsî training, though not a sanitaiy engineer, would be qualified
to deal with sanitary engineering subjects。
Dr。 GRZEGORZEWSKI^ Director、 Division of Education and Training Services,
explained that the type of Information beinp： requested from countries would
be of great value in understaniing tha -iifference between the variouè typos
of health and sanitation pci'sonnol i.n different countries о

It might be

something more than a matter of translation^ indicating the developments of
various types cf personnel irhich had taken place under varying conditions.
Dr 0 RAE thought that the idea expressed in the tentative outline was
extremely good^

He did not wish to make any adverse criticisms; it was

merely. a question of where the emphasis should lie?

Г:' would be a serious

mistake^ in his opinion) to make too elaborate arrangements for tho proposed
discussions.

Unless they were regarded primarily as an opportunity for

less advanced countries to bring their problems and experience to tho Health
Assembly, the object would not bo achieved, and if. the discissions were made
5

too complicated the delegates m m l d Ьэ crowded out ' and would quite
properly make their statements in the Committee on Programme, thus hindering
and making less effective that comnittee•s work 9
Professor De LAET thought that,, as й list of problems on which state—
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ments would be made, the suggested outline was perfects
as an indication of the nature of such statements.

it was not intended

The delegates to the

Health Assembly were essentially public-health administrators, who would
give examples from their own experience, in accordance with the list.

The

discussion should be allowed to develop along its own lines, without any
attempt at guidance.
D r . BERNARD, Adviser to Professor Paris ot, thought that Professor De La'ët
had made an extremely important point, but that the opinion of the Board, as
a whole should be•ascertained。

,

He wondered whether, as a result of the circular letter sent out
(CL.57, 26 October 1950), all countries had interpreted the proposals in
the same w a y .

It would be unfortunate, and would make co-ordination

difficult, if countries did their preparatory work on the basis of varying
interpretations.

Although he realized the difficulty of defining such a

complicated matter at the present stage, he thought the Board should indicate
quite clearly the type of statements desired, otherwise the Health Assembly
would be presented with statements of national points of view, forming a
mass of documentation from which it would be difficult to extract the
guiding ideas.
D r . Bernard then referred to the Stan.:一ng Committee' s comments on the
two subjects chosen for the technical discussions.

He considered that the

suggested arrangements for discussion of the first subject were quite
satisfactory but that those for the discussion on the economic value of
preventive medicine might be improved.

The question was too complex for

one evening's debate followed by a general discussion, and it was doubtful
whether the hoped-for results would be achieved by that method.

Dr. de PAULA SOUZA asked whether the Secretariat could give an explanation of the categories listed in Annex I， under (a), (b) and (c)， and para II
(pp, 4 and 5).

He did not think it was clearly shown where doctors

specializing in public-health matters would be included.
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The CHAIRMAN， recalling the origin of the subject^ said that at its
sixth session the Board hal been perturbed by the information received in
respect of the proceedings of the Committee on Programme of the Third World
Health Assembly^ during which there had been somewhat unnecessarily lengthy
discussions on certain limited national aspects of technical subjects。
Whils,t it had been felt that such discussions were not strictly a matter
for the Committee on Programme, the attention of the Board hal been called
to the necessity of meeting the spccial interests of a large number of
delegates to the Health Assembly who were most interested in technical
matters.

The Board had therefore proposed that some procedure should be

evolved for dealing with such technical matters, even in an informal way^
and the Board must accept the responsibility for the.proposals о

The

Director-General was merely carrying out the Board» s instructions and attempting to assist it by analysing the material which had been received,.
Replying to Dr 9 de Paula Souza. tho Chairman said that para<> V of
Annex -I was intended to refer to the training of medical men in postgraduate
public healtho
Professor De LAET agreed with Dr e Bernard regarding the proposed arrangements for discussion of the second subject.

If those proposals were

replaced by a request for delegates to bring to the Fourth World Health
Assembly statements of their actual experience and any conclusive results
obtained^ the framework of bhe question of preventive medicine and its
economic repercussions might prove or definite value to those attending the
Health Assembly.

1

It would be unfortunate if the Board s initiative should

result in failure owing to lack of proper definition,
Dr* BRAVO said that probably one of the most serious problems facing
most countries in preparing public-uealth prograimaes was the traiixing of
personnel to implement them.
point of view.

1

He understood and agreed with Dr» Bernard s

He believed that the Organisation jnust study the problems

of preventive medicine and suggested that an expert committee mighb be
asked to consider them and present its conclusions to the Executive Board.
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D r . de PAULA SOUZA supported Dr 0 Bravo s view.

He suggested that

better organization of the discussions might be achieved by asking delegates
who had a contribution to make to hand their statements to the Secretariat
of the Health Assembly on arrival, to enable a general review to be prepared.

Dr. BERNARD favoured the retention on the agenda of the Fourth World
Health Assembly of the subject of the economic value of preventive medicine,
1

in view of the B o a r d s decision at its sixth session, because that decision
had been brought to the attention of 5 and approved by the majority of
Member States^ and because detailed preparatory work had already been begun.
He agreed with Professor De Laët that there must be accurate definition
and that the discussion should be regarded as the first stage of a debate
which would extend over a period of years 5 with possible reference to an
expert committee for further study e .
He reminded the Beard that the two subjects had finally been chosen
from about ten subjects which had been considered^ and that the achievement
of satisfactory results from the discussions would be a credit to the
Organization.
n

Dr. .KARABUDA asked whether the term undergraduate" in para.工 on page 4
should not read

,f

medical auxiliary", to whi

、the CHAIRMAN replied that

the first section of Annex I was intended to cover the training of medical
personnel, auxiliary personnel being dealt with under paras• II and III.

To a suggestion by the CHAIRMAN that Professor De Laët and Dr. Bernard
should present their suggestions regarding the second subject in writing,
Dr. BERNARD replied that he had not intended to suggest the adoption of a
»

limited list of points for discussion^ but that countries should be asked
to choose from the list already submitted to them the points on which they.
had had experience and could present conclusive re suit s <.
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Professor Бэ LAËT supported the latter.suggestion, adding.that countries
which could contribute something new, which could be assessed from the
economic point of view, could be asked to send their contributions to the
Secretariat for classification and submission to the Health Assembly,

The CHAIRMAN doubted whether such procedure would be practicable at
such a late stage.

It had been stated in the. circular letter already』sent

out that material must reach .headquarters by March for it to be dealt with
for the Fourth World Health Assembly,
He would give a similar reply to Dr* de Paula Souza, who had made an
excellent suggestion.

He thought that most of the other requests put forward

during the discussion had already been included in the circular letter.
The main problem before the Board was to decide on the procedure for the
discussions at the Health Assembly^ which had already been examined by the
Standing'Committee, whose proposals were set' out in para. 129 of document
EB7/73.
- . • •；-•• • •.

- .

•
‘

‘
T

Professor De LAËT thought that Dr. Bernard s suggestion was not incom1

•
； pat ible - with the Standing Committee s proposals, which latter might be
adopted by the Board.
.

•

.

.

•
‘

••

•

: •
*

•

•

•

The CHAIRMAN suggested that, on the question of method， the proposals
under the heading "Organization of the discussion" (pp.2 and 3 of document
EB7/65) be-adopted.
Several questionsтегеthen raised regarding the proposed general
introductory lecture b y a visiting specialist, who would also act as discussion leader.

!

The CHAIRMAN referred members to the Standing Committee s

proposal (para, 129， EB7/73) that the discussions should be initiated byvisiting specialists, saying that the selection of such visiting specialists
could be dealt, with under the procedure outlined in para. 7 of document
EB7/65.
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•

Professor De LAËT suggested that, by combining both proposals, the
lecturer could sit beside the Chairman throughout the discussion and answer
questions: in that way practical results might be obtained.

D r . GRZEGORZEÏÏSKI explained that the procedure indicated in document
EB7/65 envisaged the introductory lecture for the whole group being given
by a visiting specialist: when that group diyided into smaller discussion
groups, the procedure outlined in para. 7 would come into effect,

Both

procedures could be combined, as had been suggested.
Regarding point (2) of para. 1， he suggested that the Board might
consider nominating some of its members to act as discussion leaders: that
W

o U i d give a good impression of collaboration between the Executive Board,

the Health Assembly and the Secretariat.
Dr. HOJER, whilst agreeing that the Board had taken the initiative in
the matter and should accept responsibility for the arrangements, thought
that the detailed organization should be left to the Director-General.

The CHAIRMAN agreed that the general administrative arrangements could
be made by the Director-General, but repeated that the Board must assume
responsibility for indicating the procedure to be adopted for the Health
Assembly.

Several members then made suggestions regarding the formation and si2e
of the discussion groups, but the CHAIRMAN thought that the composition of
the groups would be dependent upon the attendance of delegates at the Health
Assembly and could not be forecast by the Board.

.

D r . HYDE thought that there must be preliminary planning in regard to
the number of groups and the general topics each would be expected to discuss.
If that were left until the Health Assembly actually met, much time would be
wasted in organization.

He considered that the Director-General should be

given considerable scope in making the arrangements.
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After further discussion on the composition of the discussion groups
and the method of selection of chairmen or leaders, during which a suggestion was made (by Dr. Hyde) that discussion of the economic value of preventive medicine should be postponed to the following Health Assembly, and
attention was called (by the Secretariat) to the cost which would be incurred
by having а п
г
х
л
й
з
е
г of discussion groups, the G H A I R M M announced that the
discussion would be continued at the following meeting.

3.

TAKING OF OATH OF OFFICE BY THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL

In accordance with Regulation 3 of the Ш 0 Staff Regulations, Dr. Pierre
DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, took the oath of office.
The meeting rose at 12 noon

